AIR CHAIR®
Mobile
Recliner
Bedside

Cost Effective
Pressure-Relief
Chair Systems

Only The SenTech Patented Family of AIR CHAIRS® Provide Complete Pressure Relief.
**Family of Products**

**Convalescent Recliner Features:**
- 6 multiple reclining positions including deep recline; feet can be elevated high than head
- 22" seat width
- Ideal for dialysis, oncology and cardiac patients
- 2 large under-armrest tables
- 46 alternating air cells, from head to foot
- Wide 4" padded armrests sloped to give correct support in recline position
- Patented moisture-proof coverlet
- 2" inflated air cell height
- 2 minute alternating cycle
- Therapy and support for patients weighing up to 550 lbs.

**Mobile Air Chair® Features:**
- 12 alternating air cells
- 2" inflated cell height
- 2 minute alternating cycle
- Includes self-contained battery and charger
- Up to 20 hour use between recharging
- Digital low battery display
- Soft-sided carry case
- Fits all standard wheelchairs, custom sizing and seat backs available
- Compact, durable and lightweight
- Integrated patient positioning aid

**Bedside Air Chair® Features:**
- 28 alternating air cells
- 2" inflated cell height
- 2 minute alternating cycle
- Adjustable placement straps to secure to any stretcher or chair
- Patented moisture-proof coverlet
- Choice of electronic controllers
- Integrated patient positioning aid

**Proven Results**

**Pressure distribution of a 170 lb. patient seated in a standard hospital chair.**

**Alternating pressure relief of a 170 lb. patient seated in a SenTech AIR CHAIR®.**

SenTech and AIR CHAIRS are Registered Trademarks of SenTech Medical Systems, Inc. Copyright © 2002 SenTech.

**Limited Warranty:** 2 years compressor/1 year electronic controller/6 months battery/2 years recliner chair.
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